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B

eing, as I am, one of the founder
members of our venerable
organisation, my memories of group
activities goes so far back that the
earliest times have now become
somewhat difficult to recollect
accurately. I seem to remember that
in those distant days we mostly flew
Leopard Moths and Tripacers, while
our instrument flying centred around
shooting the Beam Approach into
Heston. Destinations in days gone
by for the PPL IRs are more easily
remembered and these included
Guernsey, Dinard, Tarbes, Berlin,
Rotterdam, Maastricht and Prague:
Jean and I also made trips on our
own to Zaragoza and Stockholm.
Latterly my end of the organisation
seems to have become submerged in
a morass of struggles with a whole
variety of aviation authorities over a
myriad of new regulatory proposals.
All this activity has led to my losing
sight of the essential fact that the
main purpose of aviation for most of
us is travel.
I have been vaguely aware over
the past two years of the PPL/IR
Europe organised trips around the
Eastern Mediterranean but have
been too involved in other projects
to show any interest. This year,
however, when I read of the proposed
outing to Morocco in May, it turned
out that Jean and I were free and
so we presented our application
to Anthony Bowles, who seems
to have undertaken the unofficial

role of Head of Touring, although
the original initiative for extended
cruises came from Jim Thorpe and
other brave souls sometimes also
offer joint expeditions. It turned out
that in opting for the Morocco trip
we should be joining a very select
band of touring people, all of whom
had taken part in the 2006 trip to
Sicily and Tunisia and most of whom
had been on the 2005 trip around
the Greek islands. We should be the
only newcomers to this distinguished
band.

Anthony Bowles’ SR22 on
the ground at Carcassone,
en route to Valencia
As departure day approached,
further distinctions arose between
the regulars and ourselves. The
Series II Piper Arrow in which I
own a share was going to be the
slowest aircraft in the original fleet
of 11, but that in itself would not
present a particular problem; before
very long, however we compounded
the performance discrepancy by
increasing our souls on board from
two to four.
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singleengine
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the
Arrow
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adults,
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and full
tanks,
but not
all at
the
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time
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Four up
That was all Jean’s doing. I am well
aware of my singular good fortune in
being married to someone who looks
on turbulence as being an interesting
adventure, icing as an engaging
phenomenon and a night landing on
low fuel in a crosswind beyond limits
as a welcome divertissement in an
otherwise boring flight. However, her
usually carefree outlook will suddenly
evaporate if confronted with the
prospect of an evening spent in the
company of aviators. She contends that
we speak almost entirely in acronyms
and claims that whenever two or
three of us are gathered together, any
chance of ordinary sensible grown-up
conversation becomes impossible.

Nigel and Jean’s Arrow about to depart
on an earlier trip, also at Max AUW
Concerned at the discouraging
prospect of endless wearisome evenings
listening to tales of ILSs, NDBs and
HSIs, [Jean IS right as Nigel is busily
proving here; and for those readers who
don’t talk in acronyms, we’ve provided a
decode on page 15 – Ed] she ambushed
two boating friends of ours with an
insouciant, How about flying down to
Morocco with us? Based on no more
than the memory of a single trip in our
Arrow to the Isle of Wight, Alan and
Judy cheerfully agreed, thus freeing
Jean from the threat of evenings of
incomprehensible aeronauticalia but
saddling me with a considerable weight
problem.
Like most single engine tourers, the
Arrow can lift four adults, reasonable
baggage and full tanks, but not all at
the same time. Arrow owners are fond
of explaining how they can load up
with impunity to well beyond Max All
Up Weight but what you might get
away with when operating from sea
level in Northern Europe might not
work so well on an airfield at 3,000 ft
AMSL and 40 deg C, as is perfectly
conceivable in Spain or Africa.

With a miserly weight limit of
10 pounds of baggage per person I
calculated that we could take the
dinghy and two-thirds tanks, provided
that we left behind the tow-bar and
the cover. If we flew at 55% power
we would consume only eight USG
per hour and with IFR reserves could
expect a still air operating range of 350
nautical miles.
My original plan had been to buy,
hire or borrow oxygen equipment
for the two of us but that had to
be abandoned and as I will not
countenance prolonged flight above
8000 feet without oxygen for the
reasons set out in the separate box,
we should be plodding along at 105
KTS IAS, which would give about
120 KTS, true. However, our slow
speed separated us less from the rest
than did our short range, which meant
that we should have to stop to refuel
about every 300 miles while the others
with faster aircraft and only two up,
all seemed to boast a range of over
1,000 nm. In practice this meant that
on many legs of the tour we could be
expected to arrive some hours after the
others. Given that a convoy proceeds
at the speed of its slowest ship it is a
mark of the tolerance and inclusivity of
Anthony Bowles and his regulars that
we were always made to feel welcome
as full members of the expedition
rather than just a tiresome nuisance.
The remainder of the fleet
comprised two twins, a Cessna
303 Crusader and a Piper Seneca,
Anthony’s very desirable Cirrus
SR22, a Bonanza, a Trinidad and
two Mooneys. All, I believe, carried
oxygen and tended to cruise at flight
levels around five thousand feet above
our lowly F080. Our Chairman, Jim
Thorpe and Judy, were unfortunately
prevented from joining us in their
Bonanza at the last minute by illness
and two other crews had withdrawn
earlier through maintenance problems
and work commitments respectively.
Peter McCarthy unfortunately had to
leave us at Fes because of a family crisis
back home.

The tour
The tour started at Valencia, halfway
down Spain’s Mediterranean coast,
and proceeded to Fes, Marrakesh and
Seville. Two nights were spent at each
destination so as to give a chance of
some tourist style excursions at each
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place. Thus the pattern of the tour
settled into the routine of a morning
spent flying (or most of the day on
some occasions in our particular case)
an afternoon spent settling in, the next
day in being a tourist and the next
moving on once more. Group outings
with guides were laid on by day and
group meals on most evenings.
It would be wearisome to recount
the details of each leg as these mostly
passed in almost cloudless VMC
without incident. Such few difficulties
as there were centred around
difficulties in understanding the
tortured English of some Moroccan
controllers and a predilection to
keep aircraft at cruising levels until
almost overhead their destination. I
suspect that this stemmed from a lack
of experience in controlling general
aviation aircraft.
No aircraft met with any significant
serviceability problems, nobody
encountered any serious difficulty
and no one missed a slot (I’m not
sure that any were ever issued in this
relatively quiet corner of the aviation
world). A predominant reason for this
absence of pitfalls was undoubtedly
the considerable preparatory work by
Anthony Bowles, assisted by Peter
McCarthy and Jeff Pearce, who was
one of those who were prevented from
joining us in the event.
Most of the group overnighted in
France on the way down to the first
group rendezvous at Valencia and
because the America Cup heats were
in progress at Valencia, the airport
could not accommodate our group.
We therefore had to land at Requena,
some 25 miles inland and use a coach
to get to our hotel in central Valencia.
Requena is a small VFR airfield
with an 850 metre runway and an
elevation of 2,330 feet. In adverse
conditions it would present the greatest
performance challenge and we were
relieved to find when we came to make
our take off that the temperature was
a relatively modest 25 deg C and the
headwind component was about 15
KTS. Consequently we were airborne
a comfortably long way before our
abandon point. After Requena I
became far more confident about the
performance issue, especially as the
elevations of the inland Moroccan
airfields and their high temperatures
tended to be compensated for by
immensely long runways.
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Relaxing in the roof bar of the group’s
hotel in Seville near the cathedral tower
While the flying was largely trouble
free, the bureaucracy encountered on the
ground at some airfields was sometimes
burdensome. Airport security at airfields
with a reasonable level of commercial
flights can easily cause frustrating delays
and an allowance of one hour to get from
the terminal doors to your aircraft or vice
versa is probably reasonable these days.
Perpignan, on our way down, took us
one and a half hours each way. Indeed, I
would recommend that in the summer,
all other things being equal, your best
strategy is to stick to small airfields and
if they have no IFR approach, to have
an IFR alternative in reserve. These days
the delays encountered at large regional
airfields can easily negate many of the
advantages of private flight.

Highlights
Although Jean and I have visited both
Spain and Morocco in the past, Valencia,
Seville and Fes were all new to us and
we found each of these to be rewarding
destinations. Seville in particular turned
out to be quite stunning. Our hotels were
all well chosen and, thanks to all the
preparatory work, we got the most out of
each short visit.
By far the most impressive aviation
excitement that I encountered on the
trip was experienced not in the air, but
on the ground – in the coach out to the
airfield at Requena in fact. It became clear
during the hour’s ride out to this remote
airfield that the flight plan that I had
filed two days previously was not going
to work well and I needed to cancel the
original and file a new one. Would there
be some sort of filing facility at Requena,
or, failing that, might it be possible to
achieve something over the phone with
Valencia? What sort of delay would be
incurred? These concerns were instantly
dissolved by Stephen Hallas, who
produced a very advanced mobile phone,
summoned up the website of the Austrian
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weather/NOTAM/flight planning service
- www.homebriefing.com - cancelled
the unwanted plan, filed a new one and
received an acknowledgement by email
five minutes later, all as we rattled through
the Spanish no man’s land behind
Valencia. To a country bumpkin such as
myself, this was simply astounding.
As we flew from one country to
another day after day in cloudless skies, it
occurred to me that Alan and Judy must
be wondering what was the actual point of
instrument flying skills in general or PPL/
IR Europe in particular. As it happened,
I was able to demonstrate convincing
answers to these questions on our way
home, while we were crossing the lower
slopes of the Pyrenees on a VFR flight
plan from Zaragoza to Biarritz. In a valley
in mountainous terrain we were suddenly
engulfed in cloud and accordingly
climbed to above MSA and continued to
Biarritz in IMC, completing the flight
with an ILS right down to minimum
cloud base. They were deeply impressed
at that magical moment when we broke
cloud with the runway threshold just
where it should be. When, ten minutes
later, an airliner broke cloud momentarily
while going around and then diverted
I explained the difference in OCAs for
different categories of aircraft and they
became even more in favour of instrument
capable light aircraft.
I see from my logbook that the entire
trip took us 29 hours, while I should
imagine that the rest have about 20 extra
hours in their books. I have never before
paid so much attention to flying for range
and besides cruising at 55% with RPM
as low as sensible, I took to watching the
fuel consumption meter during the climb
and descent. I found that climbing at
75% power (max cruise) was practicable,
even at Max AUW, and more economical
than the usual climb setting of around
85% (max continuous). In the descent, my
usual practice of leaving the pitch lever
alone and simply throttling back for the
descent, rendered only a slight reduction
in consumption. However, pulling both
levers back could reduce consumption to
around 4 USG per hr.
It was a memorable expedition, carefully
and successfully organised, and a credit
to the organisers and to PPL/IR Europe.
Next year Anthony has the Baltic in June
in mind, which sounds attractive to me
and, in the interim, Jim Thorpe is eyeing
the Aegean for this September.
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The consequences of
prolonged flight at 10,000 ft
without oxygen

T

he scales fell from my eyes when I came
across a Federal Aviation Authority
report on some research into prolonged flight
at ‘legal’ levels by General Aviation pilots. Its
reference is DOT/FAA/AM-97/9 and you
can find it on www.faa.gov. use the site’s
search engine, entering ‘hypoxia research’
and select ‘FAA-OAM Technical Reports
1997/9709’
In this research a large number of GA
pilots with recently obtained IRs flew routes
on a simulator while being fed air through
oxygen masks which simulated conditions
at various levels from ground up. The report
is well worth reading in its entirety but the
following excerpt from the summary gives
you some idea:
No significant deviations from
assigned altitude, VOR radials, or
heading were found during cruise
flight. However, significantly more
procedural errors were committed by
the hypoxia group during cruise flight
at 10,000 ft. and during the descent
and approach phases of flight from
10,000 ft. on Day 3 and during descent
from 12,500 ft. on Day 4. Subjective
measures of symptoms, workload, and
stress provided limited evidence of
hypoxic effects, although the hypoxia
group reported significantly greater
demands on their time during flight,
compared to the control group. Also,
significant group differences were
found in flight following procedural
errors, particularly during the
descent and approach phases of
flight. Recommendations are made
to encourage GA pilots to plan their
descents from flights above 10,000
ft. to allow sufficient recovery time
as a routine precaution to the often
undetectable effects of mild hypoxia.
When I first read the report, I realized that
various stupid mistakes on the descent and
the approach that I had made in the past,
following prolonged flight at 10,000 ft, were
more likely due to mild hypoxia than, as I
had previously thought, tiredness at the end
of a long flight. I concluded that prolonged
flight at 10,000 ft was best avoided in future.
If the research does not convince you, ask
yourself while airliners use a cabin pressure
of 8,000 ft when, say, 10,000 ft would be
cheaper for them.
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INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
By Alain Toogood

both ECUs offline. When the engines quit, the props immediately
feathered and the airplane’s dual alternators, which are supposed to
provide failsafe power to the ECUs, also died. The airplane landed
with the gear partially retracted and was significantly damaged.
Fortunately, the crew survived.
According to Diamond, the pilot found the aircraft with a
dead battery, and then took off immediately after starting it with
ground power, without completely charging the battery. Although
the airplane has dual alternators and dual buses, it’s unclear how
independent the two buses actually are, since they’re connected
through a battery isolation relay. In any case, neither alternator was
delivering power because the offline ECUs stopped both engines.
The ECUs are designed to reset after a failure, but will do so only
if provided with sufficient operating voltage. One fix - although
it hasn’t been decided yet - is to provide each ECU with its own
independent backup battery or to isolate the dual buses more
effectively, as some all-electric aircraft do. Diamond’s single-engine
diesel, the DA40tdi, has a backup battery and Diamond has also
discrete batteries for improved starting and for instruments in its
two-seat DA20 C1 model. Another approach, says Maurer, is to
use capacitors to bridge momentary voltage transients. Diamond
and Thielert have yet to decide whether the proposed fix will be an
engine or an airframe mod. Either way, says Maurer, airplanes will be
retrofitted in the field, once the fix is developed. (AVweb)

See and avoid – a one-way theory

T

his is something you won’t want to meet in flight. The Global
Hawk. This is a picture of the beast just after it returned
from Iraq in June under its own power. Iraq to Edwards Air Force
Base (AFB) in California (CA) and not transported via C5 or C17.
Notice the mission paintings on the fuselage. It’s actually over 250
missions. That’s a long way for a remotely-piloted aircraft. Think
of the technology (and the required quality of the data link to fly
it remotely). Not only that, but the pilot controlled it from a nice
comfortable control room at Edwards AFB in CA. It has really long
endurance and can stay up for almost two days at altitudes above
60,000 feet.
Most people have no idea what stealth brings to the battle.
Basically, they come into the fight at a high mach thrust, start
killing people and continue doing that until everyone is dead and
no one ever sees them or paints them on radar. There is practically
no radio chatter because all the guys in the flight are tied together
electronically at Edwards AFB and can see who is targeting who, and
they have an Airborne Warning and Control System direct input and
360° situational awareness from that and other sensors.

Cessna’s Mustang gets European Aviation
Safety Authority (EASA), steep approach OK’d

Cessna announced at the European Business Aviation Convention
& Exhibit (EBACE) that the company’s Mustang very light jet
has won EASA certification, as well as steep approach approval.
The EASA nod makes the Mustang “the first new-generation
entry-level business jet to be certified in Europe,” according to the
Wichita-based aircraft manufacturer. Deliveries in Europe will
begin “later this summer.” The steep approach certification enables
the Mustang to land at airports with instrument approaches steeper
than a 4.5-degree approach angle. Cessna said this is the first step
in the approval process at airports such as London City in England,
which has a glideslope angle of 5.5 degrees, and requires special
authorization through the airport administration for both the
aircraft and the pilots landing there.
The six-place, 340-KTAS Citation Mustang has a service ceiling
of 41,000 feet, and a 1,150-nm range, flown with Instrument Flight
Rules reserves. Cessna President, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer Jack Pelton said the twinjet “has met or exceeded every
performance objective established when we announced the program
in 2002.” In the U.S., several owner-operators are already flying
the aircraft, and by year’s end some 40 Mustangs will be in service.
Delivery rates of the small jets are expected to reach 150 per year by
the end of the decade. (AVweb)

Diamond DA42 engine fix: AD in the works?

Diamond Aircraft reported in May that it’s continuing its
investigation into the dual engine failure of a diesel-powered
DA42 Twin Star last month in Germany, and the fix might be a
backup battery for the engine’s electronic control units (ECUs). An
Airworthiness Directive for the airplane’s two Thielert 1.7 Centurion
engines is pending. Diamond North American president Peter
Maurer said that both of the Twin Star’s engines quit immediately
after the pilot retracted the landing gear. Activation of the gear
retraction system caved the electrical system voltage and knocked
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Aircraft shipments still strong

in the change docket, not all of which are in favour of the change.
However, by and large, commentators like the idea of reducing FAA
paperwork and backlog and argued that the two-pilot crew gives
enough of a safety factor to allow for a year between medical reviews.
(AINalerts)

Cirrus and Cessna continue to battle it out for supremacy of the
piston single market, and the airplanes with a parachute still have the
edge. According to the General Aviation Manufacturers Association’s
(GAMA) quarterly report on aircraft shipments, Cirrus delivered
144 aircraft over three model types in the first quarter, bringing in a
little more than $64 million in revenue. Cessna delivered 133 piston
singles (total value not broken out in the GAMA table), across a
product range of six models. Diamond Aircraft delivered 73 singles
and its diesel twin, the DA42 Twin Star, was by far the most popular
piston twin with 42 shipped. Columbia delivered 47 aircraft and
Piper shipped a total of 43 airplanes, of which 21 were piston singles.
Overall, the industry is mostly maintaining the very busy production
levels of the past three years. According to the report, the light single
sector has slowed perceptibly with a drop from 600 units last year to
554 this year, or 7.7 percent. A surge in business jet and turboprop
sales brought the overall deliveries to 842 in the first quarter, just five
shy of last year’s total. But because growth occurred in the highest
value sectors, the value of the shipments was up 11.3 percent to more
than $4.5 billion.

Quest Wins Certification for Kodiak
Six years after opening
its doors, two-and-a-half
months after flying its first
fully conforming aircraft and
less than a month after losing
company chairman Bruce
Kennedy in the crash of a
Cessna 182, Quest Aircraft has been awarded the type certificate
for its turboprop utility single. The FAA awarded full day/night,
VFR/IFR certification for the $1.3 million Kodiak after 32
months of development.
The 10-place aircraft is powered by a Pratt & Whitney Canada
PT6A-34 that produces 750 shaft horsepower for takeoff. Quest
said the Kodiak has a three-year order backlog. The airplane is
said to be able to take off in less than 700 feet at its max weight
of 6,750 pounds, a figure that allows for a useful load of 3,450
pounds. A Garmin G1000 avionics suite is standard, and floats
can be added without structural upgrades, the company said.
Delivery of the first aircraft, which was designed for mission and
humanitarian work in remote parts of the world, is expected later
this quarter. (AINalerts)

FIRST QUARTER SHIPMENTS OF AIRPLANES
MANUFACTURED WORLDWIDE

Pistons
Turboprops
Business Jets
Total Shipments
Total Billings

2006
600
59
188
847
$4.0bn

2007
554
77
211
842
$4.5bn

Change
-7.7%
+30.5%
+12.2%
-0.6%
+11.3%

The King is back

(GAMA)

Honeywell’s Bendix/King
KSN 770
division has unveiled two
new glass-panel avionics the KSN 770 MFD/GPS
WAAS/navcom unit and
KFD 840 primary flight
display - in an attempt
to leapfrog competitors.
The KSN 770 borrows
its easy-to-use graphical
interface, which is
called INAV GA, from
Honeywell’s higherend integrated avionics
MFD 840
systems for business
aircraft.
Not lacking any features, the 5.7-inch-diagonal LCD unit will
be localizer performance with vertical guidance (LPV) and WAAS
capable and will display a range of safety systems, including
onboard weather radar, terrain awareness and warning system,
datalink weather, traffic, charts and maps. It features multiple
control inputs, such as traditional hard keys, line-select keys,
display-based dedicated keys and a cursor control device. Bendix/
King plans to certify the KSN 770 in late 2008; pricing has not
been set, but “will be competitively priced” with similar WAAS
receivers. “We believe the KSN 770 is revolutionary in that it
pushes the boundary of performance for retrofit avionics,” said
Dan Barks, business director of GA operators and dealers.
“This unit is a significant step forward in performance and ease
of use over existing multifunctional WAAS displays. Pilots will see
that this unit has some of the same look and feel as other
Honeywell avionics on larger aircraft.” (AVweb)

FAA releases extensive final rule incorporating
Area Navigation (RNAV)
The FAA published a broad final rule last month that incorporates
RNAV definitions, clarifies the intent of obstacle departure
procedures and modifies definitions to seek consistency with
International Civil Aviation Organisation wording. With this rule,
the FAA is amending Federal Aviation Rule (FAR) Part 1.1 to
include or amend definitions for decision height, decision altitude
and final approach fix. As such, numerous sections within the FARs
will now include reference to the definitions, while more specific
references to ground-based navaid technology have been removed.
For example, FAR Part 91.205(e) now allows for RNAV in lieu of
Distance Measuring Equipment above 24,000 feet. Also covered
in the new rule is FAR Part 91.175(f)(3), which regulates the use of
obstacle departure procedures and gives certain provisions for Part
121 and 135 operators. The rule becomes effective August 6th 2007.
“The changes will facilitate the use of new navigation reference
sources, enable advancements in technology and increase efficiency
of the National Airspace System,” the FAA explained. (AINalerts)

Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) medical
certificate duration change proposed
The final chance for those interested to comment on a proposed rule
published by the FAA that, if enacted, would extend the duration of
first- and third-class medical certificates for airmen under the age of
40 has now passed. Currently, the maximum validity of a first-class
medical certificate is six months, regardless of age. For a third-class
medical certificate, the validity period is 36 months for pilots under
40. For this age group only, the FAA wants to increase the duration
of validity for first-class medical certificates to one year and for
third-class medicals to five years. Currently there are 18 comments
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The haves and the have-nots
Arguably many pilots learn most from their mistakes. If that is true, Ole Henriksen has had occasion to learn a lot...

A

“

The
imbecile
pilot
had
omitted
to check
the gear
lever
which
the idiot
mechanic
had left
in the
“up”
position
after his
check of
the nose
gear
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viation lore would have it that
there are only two kinds of
pilot: Those who have and those
who haven’t - yet. In my experience
there’s also something in between.
We are, of course, talking about the
undercarriage – or to be more specific,
the timely use of its ups and downs.

Two greens
Like many a good yarn, it all began
one dark and stormy night. I was
about to intercept the ILS when the
nose gear green light failed to come
on. A few checks revealed nothing
wrong with the bulb, and recycling
the gear brought all three greens to
life. Landing was uneventful, and
subsequent inspection the following
day revealed nothing suspicious.
Three further flights that day went
by without a recurrence, but as I had
booked time in the workshop the
following day to have a small oil leak
on an engine tended to, I decided to
have the nose gear checked as well. An
ounce of prevention and all that...
I went to collect the aircraft a
few days later and was told that the
“down” indicator switch actuator
arm did not have quite enough spring
loading which could have caused
the intermittent indication failure,
but otherwise everything was fine.
The arm had been adjusted as far
as possible, and a new actuator arm
assembly had been ordered, to be
fitted at a later date. The oil leak had
been found and fixed, and we spent
some time going through the whys
and wherefores, and checking that all
the nuts and bolts had been put back
where they belong.

Slot time
A departure slot and the need to refuel
then became my main concerns. For
environmental protection reasons,
refuelling is no longer allowed on
hangar aprons at Copenhagen
Roskilde (EKRK), so I had to taxi to
either the pumps or the main apron.
I decided on the pumps, and also
decided to do my full pre-departure

walk-round
during
refuelling
– that way I
would save
just enough
time to meet
my slot.
Checklists
are so much
part of my
flying that
I have three
identical
copies of
them: the
Ole’s old mount, the Twin Commander, which
checklist
has a fortunately “low-slung” fuselage
proper, a
airborne or not.
copy printed on each log sheet and
Other models of the same aircraft
one on my radar screen. I never do
type have electric activation, with
anything more serious than blow my
squat switch protection, but may suffer
nose without a check list when I fly.
gear problems due to the complex
And I was certainly going to do the
electro-hydraulic interface and flimsy
entire pre-departure check list before
switch gear. I liked my solid, DC-3
departure. During refuelling, that is.
calibre gear lever.
Right now I was just going to taxi
So I knew all this full well.
to the pumps, so I ran the engineWhy did I not check? That, and
start check list and was ready to
what to do when you lose your
start. Number 2 first today: turning,
fuelling, burning, oiling. Then it
innocence, is the real reason for this
happened – the sinking feeling which
article.
comes from ignoring the book of
words. Not sinking very far mind you
My fall from grace
– the Twin Commander is slung low
It was all but six inches, and therein
– but my perspective on the world
lies my salvation. Most other aircraft
decidedly changed for the worse.
would have caused a major incident.
Why?
Prop, gearbox and engine in tatters;
Because the imbecile pilot had
airframe crushed and everybody,
omitted to check the gear lever which
including insurance companies,
the idiot mechanic had left in the “up” running for cover.
position after his check of the nose
The Commander is different. Barely
gear.
nine inches from terra firma at the
In the Commander 840 (and 980),
best of times, there’s not far down, and
the gear is “hydraulically operated
with the engines on those high wings,
and mechanically activated” as the
the props clear the ground with or
handbook and Flight Safety had
without wheels. Twin Commanders
drummed into me a zillion times. In
have been landed wheels up – not
other words, there is no squat switch
routinely, but if a dire need arises
or other electrical protection: the
– with the turning props clearing the
gear lever is directly connected to the
runway.
hydraulic gear actuator valve, and if
That’s the nature of the beast,
it is in the “up” position and there’s
but I was blessed with additional
hydraulic pressure, the gear will come
extraordinary luck. During normal
up regardless of whether the aircraft is
gear retraction, the nose gear doors
P7►
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Collision avoidance in a GPS environment
By David Cockburn
large number of light aircraft pilots
.have invested in a Global Positioning
System (GPS), usually with an aviation
database (which I’m sure all our readers
keep up-to-date, even if many others
do not). Even those pilots without any
instrument qualifications tend to rely on
GPS information to make their navigation
easier, even if only in the ‘go to’ facility.
Nowadays, an aviation GPS receiver can
guarantee its position to within about 13
metres horizontally for 95% of the time.
That means if you are flying to a GPS
waypoint, you are almost certain to get to
within 13 metres of it. If you are flying from
one waypoint to another, you will be within
13 metres of the direct centreline of that
route for the same 95% of the time. That
also means that if someone is following his
GPS in the opposite direction between these
two same waypoints, he will be within 13
metres of that same route centreline (for
95% of the time).

Risks of collision
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open to allow the gear to settle back into the
well, and had that happened, the aircraft
would have rested fully on its bottom skin,
crushing everything attached to it. But with
weight on the nose wheel, the wheel settled
gently back on the closed doors, causing
some buckling but keeping the front of the
airframe off the ground.
Further back, the main wheels were well
on their way into the wells, and tarmac
met metal just at the point where fuselage
becomes tail. Net result: two broken
antennas and barely a scratch to the paint.
Whether by good design or by the grace
of God, my aircraft and I had escaped nearly
unscathed one of the most witless acts a pilot
can commit. I didn’t land gear up, but I
came pretty close in the stupidity stakes.

Why the checklist failed me
(or vice versa)

A

Under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR)
in Controlled airspace, we rely on Air
Traffic Control (ATC) to prevent us being
so close to another aircraft. Under IFR
outside Controlled Airspace, we have the
quadrantal or semicircular rules to reduce
the risk (provided we are above Transition
Altitude). However, in UK airspace, we,
or (I suggest more likely) the guy coming
the other way, may decide to fly under
Visual Flight Rules (VFR), and therefore
fly at whatever altitude we please. Outside
Controlled Airspace, in many parts of the
country, pilots find themselves restricted
to a narrow altitude band for their crosscountry flights by Controlled Airspace,
terrain or weather. It is a natural habit to
fly at either thousands of feet altitude, or
500 foot altitudes in between. The chances
of us being at the same altitude as some
opposing traffic are quite large. If two
aircraft are approaching from opposite

Because I did not follow it, of course
Because I allowed myself to be preoccupied
with other priorities. But those are just the
obvious answers which don’t reveal all.
I had been aware for some time that with
2,000 flying hours, and 1,500 of them in the
same aircraft, I was in danger of falling into
the familiarity trap - or maybe complacency
would be a better word. I was working hard
to avoid it, but clearly not hard enough.
Doing the same checks a thousand times,
and finding everything in order a thousand
times, had in the end numbed my senses.
I was aware of the danger of reeling off my
checks by rote without actually checking
anything, but while trying to avoid that trap,
I fell into another: I rearranged things.

Damage report
Pilot met mechanic, and surprisingly
amicably agreed to split the inevitable, but
relatively modest costs two ways. A couple
of transponder antennas, a set of new gear
doors, a little paintwork and a good deal of
inspection work to ensure nothing but pride
had been damaged.
With those mundane tasks out of the way
came some considerable soul searching.
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Lessons
The incident did not really teach me
anything I didn’t already know, but it did
teach me to respect that knowledge. That
there is good reason for checklists and
standard operating procedures, and that I
must follow them all on every flight – from
the moment I approach the aircraft before a
flight until I leave it after one.
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directions and do not see each other, with
a GPS accuracy of 13 metres I suggest that
only altimeter inaccuracies and errors in
flying ability are going to prevent the two
of you hitting each other!

Lookout
To counter that danger, it should be
obvious that we must keep a good lookout.
However, human factors experts have
written, and trials have demonstrated, that
even in good visibility the eye does not
pick out an object which is in a constant
position relative to ourselves, such as an
aircraft on a collision course, until it is very
close. After the eye spots the danger, the
brain must activate the muscles to move
the controls correctly. All this takes time,
and if neither sees the confliction with that
time to spare, there will be a collision!
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A gentle reminder that walking on water
is some way off, and perhaps we need such a
reminder from time to time.

Getting on with flying
It is amazing how such a relatively
insignificant and un-dramatic incident can
influence behaviour patterns for a very long
time. I learnt my lesson, and never again
deviated from tried, tested and approved
procedures. But I had not expected the Curse
of the Gear Handle.
This important, but benign and
thoroughly familiar piece of equipment is
used twice on every normal flight, but it
now took on its own life. I either didn’t dare
touch it or felt the urge to reach for it at the
strangest and most inappropriate times. Is
it up now, should it not be down, or is it the
other way around?
The gear handle had changed not a bit,
of course, but I was mildly traumatised.
The medicine that worked for me, luckily,
was exactly what is prescribed to avoid a
recurrence: adherence to checks and standard
operating procedures. The gear handle
eventually returned to normal, and I stopped
hesitating when reaching for it after takeoff.
But I took to always double-checking for
positive rate of climb before doing so.
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Tango Papa – a BAe 146 with character
By Adèle Stephenson
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ome aircraft have character, some
are as bland as blancmange. In
spite of the situations into which I
was frequently precipitated by Tango
Papa – a British Aerospace (BAe) 146,
I couldn’t help liking the aircraft. It
was one of the two of our fleet which
were Electronic Flight Instrument
System (EFIS)-equipped, and also
had a higher landing weight, which
was distinctly useful in our operation.
In common with all the others in
the fleet, it sat squat and chubby on
the tarmac but its lines concealed
an almost playful habit of popping
up and saying “Now what are you
going to do?” Tango Papa’s two most
definite characteristics were its catlike hatred of water and the habit
of having flap failures at awkward
moments.

Flap failures
Of Tango Papa’s flap episodes,
probably the two worst occurred first
to a couple of my colleagues and then
to me. My colleagues were taking
a group of skiers to a fairly remote
airport. These passengers turned up
with the kitchen sink as well as skis.
As the weather was brilliantly fine,
my colleagues sharp-pencilled the
fuel down to minimum and set off,
seeing their destination from over 50
miles away. Having been cleared for a
visual circuit, the flaps failed to travel
at all. They were into a minimum-fuel
diversion to the furthest of their two
alternates as it was the only one with
an adequate length of runway.
As soon as I heard that flap
problems were not uncommon, I
armed myself with a list of runways
in Europe that were at least 3,000
metres. This figure, I calculated,
was a worst case scenario. One could

usually manage with 2,500 metres. If
I can do my thinking in an armchair
at home, I greatly prefer it to thinking
on the flight deck. Tango Papa eased
me gently into its habits with my first
flapless on a fine day at home base
(long runway) although an across-thethreshold speed of 180kt with one’s
seat raised to see over the nose is never
an enjoyable experience.
We did not do the UK-Helsinki
operation… except when the other
fleet had serviceability problems. I
never went to Helsinki except on lastminute callouts which were always
on dark and snowy winter nights.
When I was called out one evening it
was Tango Papa that stood ready for
dispatch. It had disposed of the first
crew to be called out by developing an
anti-skid problem on pushback. That
was now cured, but I knew that it was
having a real run of flap problems.
My efforts to change aircraft met with
bland assurances that it had had no
flap problems ‘for some time’. When
I actually reached the aircraft and
was united with the Technical Log,
it turned out that ‘some time’ was
exactly 24 hours ago. Well, Helsinki
has plenty of length but also may
have crosswinds, contamination and
less than good braking action to be
taken into account. There was no
valid reason not to depart. On arrival
we found one runway was SNOCLO
(closed due to snow) and being
cleared, the other was usable. As we
commenced our approach we selected
flap 18 degrees. The flaps started to
run and I relaxed – too soon, as they
stopped at around 16 degrees. At that
point we should have reselected zero
and planned to be flapless but ANY
flap was welcome, in the conditions.
While I flew the approach, the first
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officer was glued to the flap indicator
in order to tell me if the flaps started
to move up. We bugged both speeds
on the Air Speed Indicators. The flaps
held and we managed a touchdown
at ‘only’ 148kt which I found quite
enough in the conditions.

Diversion options
Many airports only have single
runways so one always has in mind
the thought ‘Where do I go if the
runway is blocked?’ But the aircraft
itself, like Tango Papa, may make
the runway unusable. I have heard
pilots proclaim that they have never
had to divert. They are lucky. I have
had so many that if I hear an aircraft
in front of me saying it has hydraulic
problems, I am almost starting a
diversion at once. Chances are it
will be stranded on the runway after
landing. And one is never alone on
a diversion. Better not to delay the
decision and end up as number eight
to land at the alternate on minimum
fuel.
Tango Papa also didn’t like water.
In fact an instruction went out that on
the ramp in rain both forward doors
must remain closed. This caused
outrage from the caterers and slow
boarding for the passengers, but rain
seemed to cascade straight into the
avionics bay and cause odd defects
worthy of a simulator ride.

You have control!
When taking off into a sky heavy with
cloud and water one day I hand flew
the Standard Instrument Departure
until, with a jump and a shake, both
my EFIS screens went blank. A case
of “You have control” as the other
side still had a picture. We decided
to continue with the departure while
P9►
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Collision avoidance in a GPS environment
continued from page 7

Radar service
What else can we do? It’s probably
exceedingly patronising to remind readers
(but I’ll do it anyway) to use all the help we
can get. Outside Controlled Airspace in the
UK, we can ask ATC for Radar Information
Service, or Radar Advisory Service if possible.
If restricted to Flight Information Service,
listen for others coming towards us, and
if they might be coming close we mustn’t
wait till we see them before taking sensible
avoiding action.
Then, as already said, we need to look out
positively whenever possible. If we are able to
fly visually, we should move our heads as well
as our eyes to change the relative position of
the ‘threat’, and in any case invite passengers
to assist with looking for other aircraft (they
are probably our only protection if we are
concentrating on the instruments).
That means we must limit the time
spent looking at cockpit displays such as
our navigation aids. Unfortunately the
multiplicity of functions available in a
modern GPS receiver tends to attract our
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I actioned the checklist to see if I could
retrieve my errant screens. This could
only be done by switching to ‘Both on 2’
and would obviously prevent a subsequent
departure if we continued to destination.
Communication is the problem at this
time – to Air Traffic Control (ATC), the
rest of the crew, the paying customers and
company operations. I find it best to obtain
clearance into the holding pattern on these
occasions to sort methodically through the
tasks while going nowhere. After all, there is
no shortage of fuel in this situation!

Fire axe
Tango Papa had another good day when
we had a Cabinet Minister on board. It
was a crack-of-dawn departure to Paris
Charles de Gaulle International where the
weather was distinctly unfriendly, around
400 metres visibility in very solid fog.
Fortunately the UK weather was universally
fine. Arriving at the aircraft we found the
engineers in place. “Came in with an odd
fuel defect last night” They said. “And we
can’t really find the problem.” That worried
me as it was a new area for Tango Papa
and anything could happen. I delayed the
departure so we could do an engine run
but that was normal so the engineers signed
the defect off. We made plans regarding
what to do if the defect recurred. At that
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attention from the world outside. Of course,
we should normally be using GPS only as a
back-up to visual navigation or other aids,
but it is very tempting to follow its directions
religiously, and since it is likely to be the
most accurate of the available aids, very
understandable too.

Keeping the CDI a small amount to the left
of centre might help to reduce the risk of
collision

GPS parallel track
However, although this distraction can be
dangerous, perhaps we can use the accuracy
of that GPS to actually reduce the risk of
collision? If we are going to follow GPS
directions on a track between two published
waypoints, would it not be a good idea to fly
to the right of the route centreline by half
a mile or so, provided there are no airspace
problems there? That way, we stand a pretty
good chance of missing anyone following the
same route in the opposite direction (even
if he isn’t offsetting himself). Just keep the
Course Deviation Indicator (CDI) line a
small amount to the left of centre (depending
on the CDI set-up) all the time, just like
following a line feature visually. In fact, if we
do that every time we fly towards a waypoint,
wherever we started, we reduce the chances

point I discovered that Tango Papa was
still carrying one of its peculiar electrical
defects relating to cabin lights and call
bells which worked sufficiently to be legal
but, as always with Tango Papa, might
behave oddly at anytime. Hastily stuffing
on return fuel, we boarded the passengers,
the Station Manager hovering solicitously.
The Cabinet Minister, on a weekend break
with his family, boarded with a cap pulled
over his face – well, he wasn’t a good looker
anyway. As far as we were concerned, the
aircraft was fine. The fuel defect did not
recur and we made a Category 2 instrument
approach and landing into Paris. The only
thing to disturb us in flight was the sudden
appearance of the Number One cabin crew
who rushed on to the flight deck, grabbed
the fire axe and rushed out again. Had the
Cabinet Minister gone berserk? Paris is a
quick and busy sector so there was no time
for investigation. “What happened?” We
asked, as we had a quick breakfast on the
turnaround. “It was terrible.” She groaned.
“The cabin lights kept going on and off,
half the bells wouldn’t work and then the
shutter over the trolley stowage jammed and
I had to attack it with the fire axe in full
view of the passengers.” “What about the
VIPs?” We fearfully enquired. “Dreadful.”
She replied “But they didn’t notice anything. He kept his cap over his eyes and his
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of hitting someone overhead the waypoint
itself. Judging by the number of Airprox
reports from the vicinity of certain VOR
stations, such action is definitely advisable.
Of course, I could not possibly advise that
we do the same inside Controlled Airspace,
but we have to remember that everyone, even
an Air Traffic Controller, can make mistakes.
The sky is not empty!

son was snogging with the girlfriend all the
way, quite disgusting and they were sitting
across the aisle from each other…”

Red trucks and blue lights
Tango Papa’s fuel defect never happened
again to my knowledge, but one of the
engine gauges managed to fail on us when
we were passing Amsterdam en route for
Vienna one morning. Not a common
defect and no problem en route, but we
wouldn’t be able to depart Vienna without
rectification. Operations told us to return.
We had to go into the holding pattern
with flap down, gear down and airbrake
out to burn off the excess fuel to achieve
maximum landing weight. Despite telling
everyone within earshot that it was only a
gauge problem which had to be rectified
at base, not at destination, the red trucks
and blue lights were in full evidence as
we landed. I sat there growling and the
passengers decided we were downright liars
and their lives had been in jeopardy. Thank
you Tango Papa and ATC!
Dear old Tango Papa has now found new
owners and has changed registration. But
even if money were no object I would never
have bought it. It is a permanently spotted
leopard, I am sure. Once an aircraft decides
to have ‘character’ it is time to trade
it in for the bland blancmange!
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Flying in Scotland
By Cameron Aitken
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ext to possibly Norway, Scotland
has some of the best flying in
Europe; beautiful scenery, mountains,
lochs a rugged sea coast and largely
uncontrolled air space it also has some
of the most unpredictable of weather.
My earliest experience was as a small
boy clambering aboard a DC-3 at
Renfrew Airport. I can still remember
the rising incline of the floor, the
plastic covered seats and a steward
came round with a hand written
form from the Captain indicating the
progress of the flight as it was far to
noisy for announcements. In these
days it took most of the day to travel
up to Shetland. The ’plane made three
stops en route and it was often subject
to weather delays.

Instrument conditions!
When I got my own licence I realised
pretty quickly that being able to fly on
instruments was a pretty essential in
Scotland.

Glasgow on a bad day!
When the Instrument Meteorological
Conditions Rating came in it was
a basic affair. My initial test was at
Edinburgh in a Cessna 150 with
nothing but a radio. I steered the
plane and kept repeating “Turnhouse
Approach QDM”. The Examiner/
Instructor who I think was called
Peter Fairly had what appeared to
be instructions spread out across his
knee. He told me which way to fly and
between the two of us we made it back
to the ground.
For added insurance and on the
basis that prevention is better than
cure I also sought a far higher level on
understanding of meteorology than

was normal at the time for a Private
Pilot’s Licence - something that I have
never regretted. The Scottish weather
is highly changeable with plenty of
mountains and a constant stream of
fronts to hide them. We do not have a
large population of light aircraft and
the flying fraternity is mostly located
around the central belt.

Mainland airports
There are three British Airports
Authority (BAA) airports; Aberdeen,
Edinburgh and Glasgow all have
excellent handling agents who will
take light aircraft at a price and you
won’t get any change out £100.
Air Traffic is used to light aircraft
and will normally give you an IFR
clearance into their zones from
uncontrolled airspace without a flight
plan. The largest concentration of light
aircraft is at Prestwick (EGPK) which
has all the advantages of a big airport
but without the cost. The place to go
for the cheapest handling and parking
is the Prestwick Flight Centre.
The other place near Glasgow
is Cumbernauld (EGPG) it has a
3,000 foot runway and is set under
the Glasgow Terminal Control Area.
They won’t release you unless you have
ground contact so you either need
2,000 feet or a willingness to grope
between the hills and masts at 1,000
feet – not recommended.
Perth is an also an excellent general
aviation field that has a VOR (no
DME), but no published approach.
However Dundee is only 15 miles
to the East and has an Instrument
Landing System (ILS) all be it that the
localiser is aligned with the prevailing
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winds. It is an excellent place to
practice and I go there to keep up my
currency.
Tayside Aviation www.
taysideaviation.co.uk is the main
operator of flying training both there
and also at Glenrothes - another busy
strip located between Dundee and
Edinburgh.
None of these airports, however,
would be described as holiday
destinations; the real reason to come
flying in Scotland is to fly in the
Highlands and Islands.

Highlands and Islands
The first thing to do is invest in an
“out of hours” indemnity for airports
run by the Highlands and Islands
Airports Ltd (HIAL). They run most
of the larger airfields not operated by
the BAA. You obtain the indemnity
by contacting Rosemary Henderson
at HIAL HQ Inverness telephone:
01667 464288, it costs about £30 for
the year.
Be careful though, not all HIAL
airports are covered as Sumburgh and
Campbeltown are excluded.
Cumbernauld
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Costing nothing and very good is
the Scottish Information frequency
on 119.875 MHz, the counter part to
London Information but much better
because there is less traffic; above 5000
feet or maybe a bit higher you get
radar cover either a Radar Information
or a Radar Advisory 127.275 MHz
Westcoast or 124.5 MHz Eastcoast.
The Advisory service which is IFR
only is mostly for the Advisory
Routes. This is class F airspace and
is peculiar to Scotland; it doesn’t
guarantee separation as you can fly
without a clearance but participating
traffic get the service. The reason for
this odd type of airspace is that the
UK’s Royal Air Force use Scotland
as a training ground and don’t like to
be hemmed in by controlled airspace
thus the reason for very little class A.
Downside is you have to watch out for
Danger Areas and low flying military
jets. The one that might catch you is
EG(R)610A+B which covers a huge
area over the North below 5000 feet
and operates Mondays to Thursdays.
Check the Aeronautical Information
Publications.

Island destinations
So where should you go? My first stop
would be Islay (EGPI). It is a lovely
island that has a thriving economy
based on whisky. It offers a real sense
of remoteness but only a short flight
away from Glasgow and has excellent
accommodation - The Machrie
Hotel, close to the Airport. The field
itself is an old Coastal Command
base dating from World War Two
(WWII). Sunderlands were based
besides the distillery at Loch Indaal.
Use the honesty box beside the tower
if out of hours otherwise the HIAL
will eventually withdraw the privilege
of landing. It has a Non-Directional
Beacon and DME but no published
approach. If in cloud you can head
over the sea and let down there, if you
arrive at the time the Loganair flight
he has grandfather rights on the old
approach so can go lower.
From Islay the next stop is Oban
(EGEO). This was also an old WWII
field; it was never used much until
Paul Keagan arrived as a Fixed Based
Operator. He slowly built it up and in
the process won all sorts of accolades.
Unfortunately for Paul success led
to the council becoming interested
in it again, he is still there selling
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fuel but the council have recently
spent millions on resurfacing the
runway, building a terminal and a
tower. There are now 12 staff and of
course a development manager. More
money has been spent on runways and
buildings on the tiny islands of Coll
and Colansay which now look unlikely
to receive a licence. What however
hasn’t changed is the 700’ hill at 0.5
nautical miles DME from the far end
of the runway 02. The airfield can
never be anything other than a small
general aviation GA field.
If you want fuel Paul can be
contacted on 01631 710888 (Current
rate £1.19+ VAT). For prior permission
(PPR) contact the airport on 01631
710384 also check the landing fees
as the council are talking about big
money now.

Glenforsa
From Oban it is a ten minute hop to
Glenforsa in Mull. This strip must be
the best and most picturesque in the
British Isles. The man to speak to here
is David Howitt on 01680 300402.
He has been there for 30 years takes
your landing fee and provides ample
help and information. He operates
from a caravan besides the apron
www.glenforseairfield.co.uk/2html.
The Glenforsa Hotel is run by
Brendan Walsh, a keen flyer. The web
page for his hotel is www.glenforsa.
com and includes a live web camera
overlooking the runway. The strip has
a grass surface on a slight slope. There
is ample room at 800 metres but it is
for good weather only. Mull’s highest
point Benn More at over 3,000’ is in
the immediate vicinity. Listen out on
Safety Com 134.475 MHz.
Tiree (EGPU) is a small island
further out to sea and is another ex
Coastal Command airfield. Tiree’s
weather station often scores the
highest amounts of sun for the UK
– a veritable oasis in the main weather
pattern. The airport has a big strong
VOR and with flat land on three sides
a cloud break should not be a problem
for the days the sun isn’t shining.

Beach rating?
If you get as far as Tiree then you
have to try for Barra (EGPR). This is
Britain’s only serviced airport that uses
the beach to land. I have one friend
who refuses to pay landing fees on the
grounds the beach is not owned by
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anyone. He may be right but a tidal
beach is not a place to land unless you
can be certain the tide hasn’t brought
in any large tree trunks! I also saw a
light aircraft getting stuck in the sand
requiring the help of the fire engine
got him out, so I reckon the £20.00
you pay is well worth it.

Author & ’plane on the beach at Barra
You will be told to “Land inside
the markers”. By that they mean on
the seaward side; don’t do what I did
and land on the landward side and
nearly end up on the seaweed. It is
also a difficult place in poor weather.
If you go to Barra you will need
access to a tide table. http://easytide.
ukho.gov.uk is the site to go to and
look up Barra North Bay. The tide
works on a six hour cycle and varies
in intensity each day and the beach
is not recommended more than three
hours either side. The phone number
for the airfield is 01871 890212 and I
have always found them very helpful.
One thing you have to remember is
that the beach does not clear of water
so you will get sand and seawater spray
all over the under fuselage. I usually go
to Oban after Barra and in return for
buying fuel borrow Paul’s hose pipe.
If you can’t land the place to divert
is Benbecula (EGPL) a fairly well
equipped airfield in what appears to
be the middle of nowhere. The Royal
Artillery has a firing range and the
D701 complex to the southwest is
frequently active. A security fence
guards one side but you can gain
access via the adjacent beach.

Outer Hebrides
The Outer Hebrides which both
Barra and Benbecula are islands in the
chain work their way north to Lewis
where the largest centre of population
is located at Stornaway. The Airport
(EGPO) boasts a 7,000 foot runway
but the ILS was taken out a few years
back. The town has several hotels and
lots of churches and pubs and but not
much else; if you have time to spare,
hire a car and discover Lewis.
P 20 ►
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Who’s afraid of crying wolf?
Many aircraft crash without so much as uttering a cry for help. Ole Henriksen
wonders if some pilots fear the words more than the emergency

A

viation accidents are usually
.surrounded by countless questions,
many of which accident investigators can
answer after careful study of events and
remains. More often than not, the answers
they give have an element of “human
error” but only rarely are the reasons
behind the human error explained or even
investigated.
One question which has this author
stumped is why pilots go to their deaths
without even telling anyone that they have
a problem when a few simple if terrifying
words might have given them a fighting
chance.
The words, of course, are Pan- Pan,
Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan and Mayday, Mayday,
Mayday. It seems that some pilots would
literally rather die than utter these words.
They paraphrase developing emergencies
into polite understatements and appear to
wait for controllers to bail them out.
Why?

Are words really that important?
The pilot in command of an aircraft
hurling through the skies at many miles
per minute, thousands of feet above the
surface of the earth, unseen by any human
eye is the only person with a clear view
of his or her own situation. Words are
our only means of communicating that
situation to people on the ground and
when we are in trouble, words can be our
only way to get out of that trouble. Words
can become the difference between life and
death.
I’d therefore say Yes, words are really
that important.
Consider the 707 approaching New
York, spending 1:17 hrs in the hold
without uttering a word about fuel getting
desperately low. Only when asked by ATC,
the crew declared having “about 5 minutes
fuel left”. Cleared for an immediate
approach, the aircraft encountered wind
shear and had to go around. It ran out of
fuel during the second landing attempt.
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If, at any time during more than an
hour’s holding, the crew had radioed: PanPan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, low fuel, request
priority landing, the worst they would
have had to face would have been some
paperwork. But because they were afraid
to use these hallowed words, they and 71
other people died that day and many more
were seriously injured.

Should they read our minds?
Much discussion followed this and similar
accidents about the relative culpability
of controllers. But why should pilots
expect controllers to read our minds
and why should controllers take on the
responsibility of declaring an urgency or
emergency when the pilot is not only in a
better position to do so but also in ultimate
control of the flight?
I grant you that a pilot has more pressing
matters to attend to during an emergency
than dealing with the finer points of
aeronautical conversation. Aviate, navigate,
communicate is and must remain the
mantra of every pilot. But that doesn’t
mean that communication is unimportant
– only that it is less important than
keeping control of the aircraft and not
flying into mountains and such. In an
emergency, once those objectives are
achieved, communication is top priority
– not an optional extra.
Besides, most emergencies develop
relatively slowly and allow enough time to
inform ATC of the situation in clear and
unambiguous terms. More to the point,
some emergencies would never become
emergencies had that been done early on.

Is it fear?
There are few things more terrifying than
that which we only imagine. Are pilots
being trained into a fear of speaking the
very words which might lead to salvation
because the words themselves become
more terrifying than the situation which is
confronting or threatening to confront us?
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We train all sorts of emergencies, from
engine and electrical failures, to emergency
descents, cockpit fires and burst tires. I
had an instructor who insisted he would
one day wake me up at 2am and demand
a word perfect recital of my engine failure
after takeoff drill. He never did but he
made his point and I learnt my drill.
But how often was I made to speak
the words of urgency or emergency out
loud, into a microphone, in simulated
emergency circumstances? Apart from a
few rote practise pans in basic training,
not once. How often was I required to dial
up the emergency transponder code - even
in a sim where it would not have resulted
in a real world scramble? Not once. And
how often did I practise assembling and
communicating vital information such as
fuel status and souls on board? Not once.
I believe this lack of familiarity with the
communications side of an emergency can
lead to mental blocking, reluctance, even
fear of taking the bull by the horns and say
it out loud.

Say after me
You don’t have to be a behavioural
psychologist to know that a familiar phrase
will come more easily to you than one
which you hold in awe or one which you
dread
Pilots should therefore, in my view,
regularly scuttle off to a quiet corner and
say these words out loud ten times in a
row:
Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan
Mayday, Mayday, Mayday
Then chances are that the day they are
needed, these words will roll off the tongue
as easily as our tail number or the name of
our home field.
Ole Henriksen trained in the UK for
his CAA PPL and IR and in the US
for his CPL, IR and ATP. He flew
world wide before hanging
up his wings in 2006.
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Pilots’ Talk
Dates for your diary
September, member organized trip
We have now firmed up on a relaxed tour
meeting in Greece at Thessalonica (LGTS)
on Saturday September 22. We envisage
having only two hotel bases during the tour,
with one in Thessalonica itself. There will
be optional day trips to various islands, all
within easy range to avoid fuel worries. We
will return via Croatia basing ourselves on
the island of Losinj (LDLO) from where
we can visit Venice or other even more laid
back Croatian islands, one of which is only
seven minutes flight away with a nice grass
strip but no cars. Overall we expect most
people will take the usual nine or 10 days
but you can opt in and out to suit your own
circumstances. Email interest to chairman@
pplir.org.

Saturday 13th October 2007.
PPL/IR Europe one day meeting at
Oxford Airport
There will be a one-day meeting of PPL/IR
Europe at Oxford Kidlington Airport, on
Saturday 13th October (10:30-15:30h).
A booking form can be found on page 15
and will be available on the website > Future
Events (or email details directly to Steve
Dunnett meetings@pplir.org).

Airfield Updates
Aberdeen Airport has had approval for
a 300m runway extension whereas at
Andrewsfield a consortium has unveiled
plans for the building of 2,500 homes on the
site of the Second World War airfield.

Plans for a runway extension have
been approved at Aberdeen
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Following fast on the heels of Robin
Hood Airport Doncaster Sheffield’s farcical
name evolution, East Midlands Airport is
to undergo yet another name change to and
will become East Midlands-Nottingham,
Leicester, Derby.
London Ashford Airport formerly
known as Lydd has submitted plans for
a new passenger terminal to be able to
accommodate 500,000 passengers. It has
also submitted plans to extend the 4,983ft
runway by a further 964ft.

New aircraft stands planned for London City
The new owners of London City Airport
have given the go-ahead for an expansion
to include five new aircraft stands to be
built over the water opposite the car park
area. Unlike most airports, London City is
essentially aircraft parking restrained rather
than slot restricted, although extra flights
in the busiest periods are at a premium.
Planning permission has already been
approved and the multi-million pound
project is now out to tender. If construction
work starts in the early spring the contract
would call for completion in time for the
summer season 2008, that is late March next
year.
To achieve a more permanent change of
name, in this instance from airport to B&Q,
plans have been approved by Sheffield City
Council to turn Sheffield Airport into a
business park. Under the plan the runway
will be dug up and the hangars will be
removed.
It has been announced that St. Athan
will he the future base for a new defence
training campus. It is planned that military
aeronautical engineering, electro-mechanical
engineering and information systems
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training will be moved within the next
ten years. It is thought that the move will
have an impact on Cosford, Digby and
Cranwell.
Construction work has been completed
on the new terminal for Maes Awryr Môn
(Anglesey Airport). Funded by the Welsh
Assembly Government, the new Lim air
terminal was manufactured by off-site
construction specialist Yorkon in York and
craned into position at the RAF Valley
base as 10 steel-framed modules in just two
days. The single-storey building comprises
baggage reclaim, departure lounge, check-in
desks, offices, a visitor information point,
and search and security facilities. The
new terminal incorporates a 60-space car
park has been designed to minimise the
impact on the environment and provide an
attractive new facility which can easily be
extended to meet future expansion. The
new terminal has allowed the introduction
of commercial flights between North and
South Wales. There are currently two flights
a day, allowing business and leisure travellers
to make the journey from Anglesey to
Cardiff in just 45 minutes. As a key project
partner, RAF Valley has allowed Maes
Awryr Môn use of its existing runways,
control towers and fire service facilities,
although the new commercial air services
will operate independently of the RAF
Station.

Anglesey airport as seen by the RAF
The transfer of Newquay Cornwall
Airport, currently a UK Royal Air Force
base (St Mawgan), to civilian ownership is
an interesting and unique challenge since
it is planned to be a live transition, effected
overnight in mid-to-late 2008 (the final date
has yet to be determined). Cornwall County
Council approved the Airport Development
Plan in June 2006, enabling further funding
to be sought.
(Airfield Research Group)
P 14 ►
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Pilots Talk
continued from page 13

Use of ‘expect’ clearances and
phraseology
In response to a level bust reported as an
Airprox in 2006 and following input from
operators National Air Traffic Services
(NATS) has conducted a review of the use of
‘Expect’ clearances in the en-route airspace
in the UK. Civil Aviation Publication
(CAP) 413 Radiotelephony Manual does
not include standard phraseology for passing
or reading back ‘Expect’ clearances. In
the absence of standard phraseology the
controllers at some NATS units use the
following phraseology:
“ABC123 descend Flight Level (FL)310,
expect FL250 level XXXXX”
All of the NATS en-route air traffic
control centres have experienced level busts
involving the use of an ‘Expect’ clearance.
Input from operational staff and pilots
has confirmed that there are a number of
occasions when a clearance including an
‘Expect’ level causes confusion and/or may
not be correctly read back. It appears that
it is the inclusion of two flight levels in the
same transmission that is giving rise to the
misunderstanding.
The NATS review has concluded that:
I The use of ‘Expect’ clearances is valid
when managing sector workload
I There are concerns with the routine use
of ‘Expect’ clearances
I The commonly used phraseology does
not conform to Human Factors advice
which is that where an instruction
contains an executive and a conditional
element, the executive element should
be transmitted last. This is already the
case with conditional clearances around a
runway.
NATS has determined that the
phraseology for ‘Expect’ clearances should
be standardised.

Standard Phraseology
From the 1st of June 2007 when an ‘Expect’
level clearance is passed it shall be used in
the following standardised form:
“ABC123 expect FL200 level by
XXXXX, descend (now) FL280”
The word ‘now’ is optional. Pilots are
requested to read back the clearance in
the order in which it is passed and to seek
confirmation from Air Traffic Control if any
doubt exists about the cleared level.
NATS controllers have been advised that:
I They should be selective about when they
use ‘Expect’ clearances, should not use it
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as a matter of routine and that it may not
be appropriate for all pilots.
I Where the ‘expect’ level phraseology is
used, controllers should be vigilant in
listening to the readback and in carefully
monitoring the descent or climb of the
aircraft.
Hot on the trail of the above, another
NATS External Safety Notice found its
e-way into the editorial office. These are
excellent little notices, making their point
without waffle or pontification. This second
one clarified the radio telephony word
‘maintain’.

Use of the phrase “maintain”
A recent ATC incident occurred whereby
the crew of a flight interpreted the phrase
“Maintain FLXXX” as an instruction to
descend, causing an Airprox.
An ATC error led to the wrong flight level
being stated in the phrase. This was then
mistakenly interpreted by the pilot, who
believed he was getting a descent clearance.

The Incident
In this particular incident Aircraft A and
Aircraft B were in close proximity and
both routing via the same reporting point.
Aircraft A was at FL80, under the control
of an Approach Controller and Aircraft B
was at FL70 under the control of a Sector
Controller.
Aircraft A called on frequency. The
Approach Controller instructed Aircraft A to
“Maintain FL70”, which Aircraft A readback
correctly and initiated a descent. Aircraft
A then called the Approach Controller and
asked if there was traffic at FL70 to which
the Approach Controller responded “Affirm
maintain FL80 as you were instructed.
Climb FL80”. At the same time Short Term
Conflict Alert activated. Aircraft A reported
a TCAS climb RA.

Key Message
I
I
I

I

I

If an aircraft reports the correct level on
first contact do not repeat it.
If using the phrase “Maintain” do not
mention a level.
FAA trained aircrews can interpret
“maintain” as a climb/descent clearance
but in this recent incident, the aircraft
involved was a UK airline with a non UK
pilot.
The technique of reading the levels on
the strips whilst listening to the readback
has been shown elsewhere to help detect
this type of human error.
In the UK the phrase “maintain” is used
for level flight and is not used instead
of ‘Descend” or “Climb”. If the phrase
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“Maintain FLXXX” is used for anything
other than your current level, check it
with the controller.
For further details please refer to
Supplement to CAP 413 Radiotelephony
manual – A quick reference guide to UK
phraseology: http://www.caa.co.uk/
docs/33/CAP413Supplement.pdf

Update on use of GPS units
for RNVA following FAA
Advisory Circular
The FAA created caused quite a stir earlier
this year when it published Advisory
Circular 90-100A providing guidance to
pilots on RNAV operations. This seemed
to indicate that numerous previously
IFR-certified GPS receivers might now be
unapproved for flying many instrument
procedures due to FAA policy changes.
According to initial reports from AOPA,
only three GPS models - the Garmin 400,
500 and G1000 series - would be legal.
Other models made by Garmin, including
the new GNS 480 WAAS receiver, as well
as receivers manufactured by Chelton,
Honeywell, Northstar, and Trimble were
listed as “noncompliant”.
The FAA has now begun to clear up the
confusion it caused. In a recent letter to
AOPA, the FAA has now confirmed that
pilots can use appropriate GPS receivers
(TSO-C129/129a) in lieu of ADF or DME.
It also lets them continue using T-routes,
which allow properly equipped general
aviation aircraft to transition through some
of the busiest airspace in the USA and access
some remote areas where no other groundbased navigation equipment exists.
According to Randy Kenagy, AOPA senior
director of strategic planning: “The bottom
line is pilots can continue using their IFR
GPS receivers like before. The FAA’s letter
provides some much-needed relief to pilots
who’ve installed expensive GPS receivers
in their aircraft. It makes it clear that the
current operational approvals will be in place
for a long time to come.
“But it also says that as (airspace) system
evolves to RNAV and required navigational
performance (RNP), certain older receivers
will not be allowed to be used for RNAV
standard instrument departure and arrival
routes (SIDs and STARs). AOPA will work
with the FAA to ensure that members are
not penalized for not having RNAV SID/
STAR-capable equipment.”
For more information on the original
Advisory Circular that caused all the
problems, see http://web.nbaa.org/public/
ops/ac/AC90-100A.pdf.
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Aviation Acronyms used in Instrument Pilot
(for those capable of grown up speech – Ed):
ACAS
AD
ADS-B
AMSL
AOPA
ATC
C
CAA
CDI
DME
DOT
EASA
ECU
Ed
EFIS
EU
FAA
FADEC
FAR
GA
GAMA
GPS
HSIs
IFR

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Aircraft Collision Avoidance System
Airworthiness Directive
Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
Above mean sea level
Aircraft Owners’ & Pilots’ Association
Air Traffic Control
Centigrade
Civil Aviation Authority
Course Deviation Indicator
Distance Measuring Equipment
Department of Transport
European Aviation Safety Authority
Electronic control units
Editor
Electronic Flight Information System
European Union
Federal Aviation Authority
Full Authority Digital Engine Control
Federal Aviation Regulation
General Aviation
General Aviation Manufacturers’ Association
Global Positioning System
Horizontal Situation Indicators
Instrument Flight Rules

Indicated airspeed
Instrument Landing Systems
I
Instrument meteorological conditions
(you can’t see where you’re going)
I
IRs
– Instrument Ratings
I
JAA
– Joint Aviation Authority
I
KTS
– Knots (i.e. 1 nautical mile per hour)
I
MHz
– Megahertz
I
MSA
– Minimum sector altitude
I
NDBs
– Non-Directional Beacons
I
NOTAM – Notices to airmen (and women)
I
OCAs – Obstacle clearance altitudes
I
PPL/IR – Private Pilot’s Licence Instrument Rating
I
P-RNAV – Precision Area Navigation
I
RNAV – Area Navigation
I
TCAS – Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
I
USG
– United States gallons
I
VOR
– Very high Frequency Omni-directional Range
I
VMC
– Visual meteorological conditions
(you can see where you’re going)
If you’re now hooked on speaking in acronyms, you can polish
your art and ensure that no one ever understands you, ever again,
by learning from this web site - http://www.eurocontrol.int/eatm/
gallery/content/public/library/acronyms.pdf
I
I

IAS
ILSs
IMC

–
–
–

PPL/IR EUROPE ONE-DAY MEETING, SATURDAY 13th OCTOBER 2007
Oxford Air Training seminar room, Oxford Airport, Kiddlington, Oxfordshire
SCHEDULE

REGISTRATION

10:30

Arrivals, registration, coffee/tea

11:00

Pilots and their ‘planes

I hope to attend the meeting on 28th April 2007.
Name:
..............................
Accompanying person(s):
..............................
Tel: number:
..............................
Email address:
..............................
Arriving by Air/Car?:
..............................

Five members will talk about why they chose the planes
they did
12:15

Lunch, and looking over those choices (if the airfield
allows!)

13:15

GPS approaches – results and consequences of the UK
trial

If arriving by air:
Aircraft registration:
Aircraft type:
Arriving from:
ETA:
Departing to (if different):
ETD:
POB:
Pilot/passenger names:

T.B.C. (CAA)
14:30

Afternoon coffee/tea

14:45

Getting the most out of your panel mount moving map
GPS
Arwyn Jones (CamFlight, advanced aviation and
avionics training)

15:45

End of meeting and departures

If arriving by car:
I need a car parking space:

..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
Yes / No / Not applicable. . . . . . . . . .

Please complete a separate registration form for each meeting participant (accompanying persons should be added
to the participant’s registration) and send to Steve Dunnett: email meetings@pplir.org or post to School of
Biosciences, Cardiff University, Museum Avenue, Cardiff CF10 3US.
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EUROSTUFF
By
John Pickett

Sweden
“All humans are born free and equal in dignity and rights”. So says
the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It
appears that the basic human right of being presumed innocent
unless proven guilty is being challenged by the Swedish Civil
Aviation Authority.
Pilots and student pilots must obtain certification from the
convictions registrations office that they are innocent of any crime.
Needless to say a charge is levied for the certification.
AOPA Sweden has protested to the Swedish Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) that “The rule is that any person is presumed
innocent unless proven otherwise. The CAA has an opposite view
and wants every pilot to prove his innocence. We doubt very much
that a terrorist would bother to study to become a pilot, despite the
terror attack of 11th September, since there are easier ways to cause
damage to society. Furthermore, if you have committed a minor
offence a long time ago, are you then not suitable to be a pilot?”

Mode S again

T

he UK Civil Aviation Authority has “back-tracked” from the
intention to introduce mandatory Mode S on 31st March
2008.
The punch line is that after the 31st March 2012 all aircraft will
have to have a serviceable Mode S transponder if they fly either
VFR or IFR in Mode S airspace. The CAA is now proposing
the implementation of Mode S in two phases (currently the only
mandated airspace (in the UK) is the London TMA).
Phase One: The Authority will propose to Government that the
existing requirements for aircraft to carry and operate Secondary
Surveillance Radar (SSR) transponders should remain unchanged
except that the technical means of compliance should be SSR Mode
S with effect from 31st March 2008. In effect, all aircraft that
are equipped with SSR transponders to gain access to the current
mandatory carriage airspace will need to be upgraded to Mode S
capability from this date. However, a transition period of four years
will be provided from 31st March 2008 during which upgrades of
existing transponder installations can be completed. Nevertheless,
all new installations of SSR equipment, or where new aircraft
are being brought into service with an SSR transponder already
installed after 31st March 2008, will need to be Mode S compliant.
No further public consultation on Phase One is planned, as the
issues were addressed in the previous consultations.
Phase Two: The CAA is going to conduct further public
consultation on its policy aim to expand the requirement for
aircraft to carry and operate SSR transponders. This will include
the requirement for aircraft flying VFR in controlled airspace to be
equipped with Mode S transponders. In addition, the requirements
for all international flights conducted by powered aircraft to be
similarly equipped, and the change in the UK law removing the
exemption given to gliders from transponder requirements.
Watch this space, the debate is not over yet!

The Isle of Man
What has the Isle of Man
(IOM) to do with Europe?
It lies approximately
equidistant between Ireland,
Scotland and England. It
has its own parliament,
language and laws. It is not
part of the European Union
and it has never been part
of the United Kingdom.
It is a dependency of the
British Crown and it has
just published a new Air
Navigation Order (ANO).
The new ANO provides
for the registration of private
aircraft including corporate
Isle of Man air routes
jets, and helicopters. The
aircraft register is only available for non-commercial aircraft. In
the IOM Corporation tax is zero and there is no Valued Added
Tax or Insurance Premium Tax. The country’s registration
mark is the letter “M”. Aircraft that have already been registered
include M-AGIC, M-ELON and numerous others. If an aircraft
is subsequently sold the registration may be transferred to another
aircraft. The IOM is the first country to structure its law to actually
welcome general aviation.

Gibraltar
The airport of Gibraltar is to be redeveloped allowing equal access
from both Gibraltar and Spain. It has a 6,000 feet long runway
and is part of the European Union. Fuel prices are apparently
significantly lower than Spain.

European Aviation Safety Authority
The response to EASA’s MDM032 Advance Notice of Proposed
Amendment was overwhelming. Consequently the response
document is delayed, but should be published in the net few
months.
AOPA-Denmark has given an update on progress so far. The term
“Recreational Pilot License” is consigned to the waste paper bin.
A sub-group of MDM032 is looking at the licensing issues for the
Light Aircraft Pilots Licence. The weight discriminant is likely to
stay at 2,000kg maximum all-up weight.
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The group is also working on a concept for a simplified type
certification process.
A Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA) concerning
Continuing Airworthiness and Maintenance is out for comment.
The NPA concerns light aircraft in non-commercial operations. It
appears that EASA is certainly living up to its earlier promises.

GPS approaches
As most readers are aware there has been considerable discussion
about the conduct of GPS approaches. At last the UK’s Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) has announced that it will be allowing
non-precision GPS approaches to be flown by general aviation
aircraft at appropriately licensed airfields.
Pilots with an Instrument or Instrument Meteorological
Conditions Rating will be able to fly the approaches. However, the
CAA is recommending that pilots undertake additional training in
non-precision GPS approaches with a suitably qualified instructor.
United States FAA Instrument Rated pilots flying N-registered
aircraft will also be permitted to fly the approaches.
Approaches can be flown at certain listed airports and at other
UK airports that have a full air traffic control service and an
instrument runway.

Galileo

At a meeting in June the Council adopted resolutions including: 1. Concluding that the current concession negotiations had failed
and should be ended.
2. Inviting the Commission to continue with the implementation of a certifiable European Geostationary Overlay Service
(EGNOS) with the initial service availability by 2008.
3. Reaffirming the value of Galileo as a key project of the European
Union.
4. Supporting, without prejudice to a final decision, (my italics) the
deployment of the Galileo system by the end of 2012.
5. Recognizing that the implementation of a deployment of Galileo
and EGNOS by the public sector would need additional public
funding.
6. Requesting that the Commission submits to the Council in
September 2007 the following: I Detailed alternative proposals for financing;
I Proposals for an implementation and procurement strategy;
I Concepts for the subsequent operation and exploitation phase of
Galileo;
I Proposals for a sound public sector management structure of the
programme.
“The Council intends to take an integrated (sic) decision on the
implementation of Galileo including the public financing and the
modalities of the public procurement in early autumn 2007”.
So has the Galileo project suffered a major setback from which it
may not recover? The major partners in the project failed to agree.
But the major issue that remains is whether the Galileo service can
be sold to potential users and at an attractive price?
Global Positioning Systems are becoming increasingly accurate
and, more importantly to the general public, applicable to everyday
activities. For example, the US Department of Defense GPS has
been used since the early 1990s by hundreds of thousands of users
free of charge, as illustrated by the following success stories:
I John Paul May needed an urgent heart transplant. He was
attending a school concert with his mother. As a good citizen

she left her mobile phone in her car in the car park. The hospital
tried to contact her to advise that a donor heart was available and
being flown to a major hospital nearby. The hospital called the
police who in conjunction with the phone company located the
mother’s mobile phone using GPS. The Police Officers found
her car and went on stage, stopped the concert, located John
Paul and took him to the hospital. The transplant was successful
and John Paul is recovering well. Would the police use the GPS
service if they had to pay?
I A farmer sowing high-value crops needed to have his tractors
operate at exactly 4.1 miles per hour. He installed GPS linked to
an Engine Control Unit that controlled the tractor power setting
and speed. The result was accurate speed control and reduced
fuel burn. Would the farmer use the service if he had to pay?
I A cruising yacht sailing some 2,000 miles from the Fiji Islands
to the Australian Rum capital of the world, Bundaberg used two
handheld GPS receivers and arrived in Australia exactly on track.
(The sextant did not leave its box!) Would the skipper have paid
for a Galileo service?
I A small island nation in the Western Pacific has a small, oneaircraft airline run by the Seventh Day Adventist Church. The
aircraft is used to carry fresh tuna to Brisbane for onward transmission to Japan as sashimi. There are no radio aids available in
the islands so GPS is used. They could not afford to pay for a
Galileo service!
And finally, No, not a spoof! The Science Minister of the UK
Government has proposed the use of “new satellite technology” to
track the whereabouts of “80 or 90-year-old” elderly people who
may have Alzheimer’s disease. A profitable use for Galileo perhaps?
The Eurobarometer has recently published the results of a poll
conducted by questioning around 26,000 EU citizens. Asked
whether the abandonment of, or significant delay to, the Galileo
project would harm the image of the EU? 44% considered it would
be harmful and 41% not!

EGNOS approach trials
The French DGAC has made a number of instrument approaches
at Limoges using the new European EGNOS procedures. EGNOS
uses three geostationary satellites to give differential corrections,
integrity and other information to Global Positioning System
(GPS) signals. This can reduce GPS errors to two meters. One
of the great advantages of the EGNOS system is that it is not
dependent on a ground infrastructure and therefore is capable of
being used throughout Europe. It is expected that an initial limited
certification will be issued within the next few months.
EGNOS test aircraft. Photo: ESA
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Eurostuff
continued from page 17

“SATNAV”

Lack of instructors & pilots

The media, including the respected Daily telegraph, has again been
criticising “SatNav” because of various mishaps and ill informed
stories. Heavy lorries trying to use narrow single-track roads,
ambulances being sent up alleys etc. It should be remembered that it
is not the responsibility of “SatNav” but that of the person entering
the data. By tapping “Shortest Route” means just that as the writer
has discovered on some very rural routes in Brittany using a wellknown French GPS. GIGO prevails (Garbage In Garbage Out).

Whilst the travel boom in Europe is excellent for prospective
professional pilots the effect on the flying training industry is
critical. Flying training at some schools in Europe is being restricted
by the lack of experienced flying and simulator instructors.
One flight training organisation in Spain is reported as saying
that the days when 4,000 hours were needed to get an instructors
job are past. “We are lucky to get (an instructor with) 500”, a
spokesman said.
UK airlines are taking pilots straight out of training. Some pilots
have as little as 250 hours total time. These pilots are getting jobs in
Airbus and Boeing narrow-bodied jets. The result is that the career
as a flight instructor is no longer attractive to younger pilots.
Consequently the smaller flying training organizations are
starting to complain that they do not have enough instructors and
risk going out of business. Recently at an airfield in the UK the
writer saw a complete weekend programme cancelled because of
the lack of instructors. The JAR PPL IR training is similarly being
restricted. Salaries for experienced IR instructors have already
passed 60,000 Euros per annum.
Many years ago it was possible to instruct with a PPL (A) and a
Flight Instructors Rating. In some countries of Europe this is still
possible. With the advent of the JAR system all instructors need to
hold professional pilots licences. Now a Private Pilots Licence Policy
and Steering Committee is working on a simple Single Engine
Aeroplane Instructors Rating concept that would allow instructors
to qualify more quickly by eliminating the need for commercial
pilots licence examinations!
The main wheel has turned full circle!

Magnetism & GPS

Those of us who are of a certain age remember having to learn, for
our licences and ratings, about the Earth’s changing magnetic field
and the 10–11 year cycle of sunspot activity. Recent research has
shown that the Sun’s slow decline in magnetic activity reached a
plateau at a low point (solar minimum) in the cycle in July 2006.
The current forecast is that there will be a high peak in 2010. This
will be out of synchronization with the excepted 11-year cycle.
Related research by Cornell University shows that GPS receivers
can be affected by solar flares. An unprecedented solar eruption
in December 2006 caused receivers to stop tracking GPS.
(Unprecedented because the eruption occurred in a period of solar
minimum). Professor Dale Gary of the New Jersey Institute of
Technology added: “the burst produced 20,000 times more radio
emission than the entire rest of the sun. This was enough to swamp
GPS receivers over the entire sunlit side of the Earth”.
Thus proving that monitoring is imperative.

Another spy in the sky
It is reported that the Mersey Police
Force in the United Kingdom has
introduced a remote controlled
unmanned aerial vehicle helicopter.
The tiny helicopter is fitted with
closed circuit television. It weighs less
than 2kg and will be used to survey
areas of anti-social behaviour. It can
record both still photographs and
videos up to an altitude of 1,500 feet
(500 metres).

EU airline bans

Licensing trends

On the 4th July all 51 Indonesian
airlines were officially banned from
flying into the EU. The ban, which
includes the national flag carrier, Garuda, comes after a series
of major accidents. According to EU officials the ban follows
the failure of the Indonesian Authorities to give adequate safety
assurances.
The EU has also banned TAAG Angola Airlines, and an airline
from the Ukraine, Volare Aviation Enterprise – Caveat
Emptor.

The UK’s CAA has recently published the latest Personnel
Licensing Statistics.
The number of Joint Aviation Regulations Private Pilot’s Licence
(PPL) (A) licences issued rose from 1,900 in 2005 to 1,950 in 2006.
National PPL (A) licences issued fell by 70 over the same period.
However, the most dramatic fall was in the number of PPL
Instrument Ratings issued. In 2005, 61 ratings were issued. In 2006
the number issued fell to 23.
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Flying in Scotland
continued from page 11

Probably the most beautiful flight you can
get anywhere in Europe would be on a good
day VFR out of Stornaway, south to Glasgow
or south east to Inverness. Try it to see
why. If you do, stop off at Plockton on the
mainland coast which offers a hard surface
of 600 metres and is about 15 minutes walk
from the village often mentioned as the most
attractive village in Scotland and backdrop
for the BBC TV series Hamish MacBeth
(played by actor Robert Carlyle). The strip
is run by PDG helicopters in Inverness. I
have never PPR’d and there is an honesty
box besides the hanger. The only thing to
watch out for here are some tall trees on the
approach from the north east They seem to
have got taller recently and a Cessna 172 was
written off last year.

McKays Hotel www.mackayshotel.co.uk
is not too bad. The main benefit offered by
Wick is an excellent FBO - Far North - run
by Andy Bruce. He will fix you up with fuel,
weather, a car or even a ferry tank. Contact
www.farnorthavioation.co.uk

Orkneys
From Andy it is across the Pentland Firth to
Orkney. Kirkwall (EGPA) has a good airport
with ILS; it is open for over 12 hrs a day
and the Tourist Office in the terminal never
fails to find accommodation. The town
of Kirkwall is a real delight with narrow
cobbled streets. Orkney is a hidden tourist
gem so don’t tell too many people. The
council operate five or six air strips round
the islands but they are all very short and
designed for Islanders (the aircraft type!). It’s
easy to get permission to land but be careful
as Papa Westray is not the best place to end
up with a burst tyre.
Kirkwall to Sumburgh Head is 75 miles
and for much of that you will be in gliding
distance of land. In Shetland you have
two choices; either direct to Tingwald
(EGET) which is the council-run airstrip
near the capital Lerwick or 25 miles south
to the main airport of Sumburgh (EGPB).

Sumburgh has all the facilities with three
active runways, a radar approach (albeit that
the controller is sitting in Aberdeen) and
a class D Control Zone of which it is very
jealous, so don’t infringe it. This all dates
back to its heyday in the 1970s and 80s
when it was a major hub for the oil industry.
Helicopter ranges have increased so tend to
give Sumburgh a miss. The main business
now is the Loganair Saab 340s that trundle
up from the south.

Fair Isle
Like Orkney the council run a number of
island airstrips going as far North as Unst
which is the most northerly airstrip in
Britain. It is also possible to visit Fair Isle
just to the south of Sumburgh. The strip
is only 486 metres but a good surface. The
man to talk to here is Dave Wheeler (01595
760 224) who’s daughter is a controller at
Sumburgh, The web site is www.fairisle.
org.uk/egef/index.htm. Dave is a retired
weather man who also runs a really excellent
weather site complete with live web cam
www.northisles-weather.co.uk
Hope you have good flying in Scotland
but don’t forget the midge repellent
and Minimum Sector Altitude!

Below: The Loganair Islander brings a lifeline to the inhabitants of Fair Isle
Glenforsa airfield on the Inner Hebrides

Fuel stop
Inverness (EGPE) will almost certainly
involve a stop if only for fuel (where it is
surprisingly cheap). The airport used to be
a sleepy place but traffic numbers have been
increasing and a new ILS system has been
installed at both ends of the main runway. It
suffers a bit from “small airfield syndrome”
with delusions of adequacy and would like a
control zone (currently class G) and to chuck
out GA (which will never happen as most
of its income comes from the public purse).
The security and health and safety are over
the top. After being parked on the north
Apron the best plan is to make your way to
the Highland Aero Club but following nicely
painted pedestrian lines is an option you
probably won’t want to take.
In the club ask about going to Dornoch;
this has one of the best grass surfaces I
have ever come across 20 mile north of
Inverness and located besides the golf club.
Unfortunately it is in the middle of the Tain
Gunnery ranges and it could be nasty if you
miss the entry lane.
North again and the last place you come
to on the Mainland is Wick (EGPC). The
airfield is the closest I know of anywhere
to a town centre, about a ten minute walk.
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